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Our

practice
Charlbury Dental Practice is a caring
modern family practice located in
the heart of Oxfordshire, and has
been providing high quality
dentistry, with outstanding
continuity of care and service to
the local community since 1978.
We have earned a reputation for
excellent dental care and customer
service, with many of our new patients
registering with us due to personal
recommendation. You can be assured
that the team at the Charlbury
Dental Practice will look after you and
your family in a caring and gentle
manner, from your initial consultation
right through to the completion of
treatment. Our philosophy is to offer
a relaxed and friendly preventative
dental care and oral health education.

We understand that everyone is
different, so we will take time to
listen to your dental concerns and
needs. Once we have completed a
comprehensive examination and
consultation we will then be able to
produce a treatment plan tailored
to your individual needs. Whether
you come to us for a comprehensive
examination, hygienist visit, a filling,
tooth whitening, dentures, or cosmetic
makeover, we will endeavour to
achieve the highest standards of care.
We take pride in our work and our aim
is to have happy, satisfied patients
with healthy, beautiful smiles by
providing quality dental care for
you and your family.
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Our

services
Even though we emphasise dental education and preventative dentistry,
time to time we need to provide dental treatment. We aim to provide long
term solutions to improve and maintain your oral health. We provide a
host of general and cosmetic dental options that can be tailored to your
individual needs and personal goals:
General treatments

Cosmetic treatments

Oral health check
Fillings
Crowns, Onlays, Inlays
Bridges
Dentures
Root canal treatments
Extraction
Tooth grinding & headaches

Smile makeover
Tooth whitening
White fillings
Dental implants
Veneers
Ceramic tooth reconstruction
Cosmetic recontouring & bonding

Oral health
Professional teeth cleaning
Stain removal
Gum treatments
Gum surgery
Dry mouth
Oral cancer screening
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Your

options
Charlbury Dental Practice’s Dental Care Plans enable you to budget
so that you can continue to receive the best preventive and aesthetic
care. Signing up to one of our membership plans helps to remove any
worry that you may have about being able to afford dental treatment
at critical times. Putting off necessary treatment or failing to take
preventive measures so often results in more and bigger problems
and may be detrimental to your health and well-being.
Our plans are designed for patients who wish to:
• Attend on a regular basis
• Maintain excellent oral health throughout their life
• Have peace of mind that the costs of their dental care are covered.

Your key benefits include:
• A plan tailored to your particular needs
• Cover for regular examinations, x-rays and preventive care
from our experienced hygienists
• The option of cover for more comprehensive treatment needs
• Payment by convenient monthly direct debit
• Cover for emergency care when you are more than 15 miles
away from the practice
• Worldwide insurance cover for all dental damage arising
from an accident
• Worldwide access to a 24 hour dental emergency helpline.

Please see The Charlbury Dental Practice’s
Dental Care Plan leaflet for full details and
conditions. If you would like to sign up to
or find out more about our Membership
Plans, contact our Practice Manager,
Judi Parker, on 01608 811095.

Dentists
Dr Kam Patel BDS (Lond) MFGDP (UK)
Dip.Imp.Dent (GDC 73401)
Kam qualified from Kings College London
and then held a hospital post in Restorative
and Children’s Dentistry at Kings College
Dental School. She has taken a 4-year
post-graduate course in Implant Dentistry
at the Eastman Dental Hospital’s
International Centre for Excellence
in Dentistry in London, and has been
awarded a Diploma with Distinction. Kam
has been a Vocational Trainer, a member
of her Local Dental Committee for 10
years, and a Dental Advisory Committee
Member at Kings College Hospital. When
she is not at work she enjoys keeping fit by
going to the gym and boxing; she plays the
guitar, and I loves to spend time with her
two young nieces.

Dr Mary Robson BDS (Lond) DGDP
(UK) (GDC 48513)
Mary opened Charlbury Dental Practice
in Thames Street in Charlbury in 1978,
since when, and through two relocations,
she has enjoyed the privilege of caring for
the oral health of the people of Charlbury
and the surrounding areas of Oxfordshire,
and many from much further afield. Mary
qualified in 1974 from King’s College
Dental Hospital, London and then spent 4
years gaining experience as an Associate
dentist in 4 practices in the South of
England and Oxfordshire, before coming
to Charlbury in 1976. Her interests outside
dentistry include sailing, and practising
public speaking with the Oxford Speaker’s
Club although that may change now that
she has become a grandmother!

Dr Kam Patel

Dr Mary Robson

Our

team
Hygienists

Dental nurses

Administration

Alison Zalinski, Dental Hygienist RDH
(GDC 3475) and Sacha Saunders,
Dental Hygienist RDH (GDC 5271)
Our dental hygienists specialise in oral
hygiene and have extensive experience in
all aspects of preventative care. They will
help you to eradicate dental problems and
help you monitor and maintain oral health.

Emma Mortimer RDN (GDC 122559),
Harriet Price, Dental Nurse RDN
(GDC 195210) Tasha Herbert RDN
(GDC 178972), are fully qualified dental
nurses who are all registered with the
General Dental Council. They provide a
highly professional level of clinical support
and assistance to Mary and Kam whilst
in surgery.

Judi Parker, Practice Manager has
worked for 28 years at the Charlbury Dental
Practice. Her focus on ensuring a hardworking team, sharing the same passion, is
resolute. She remains the key driver in taking
this Practice forward. Lesley Sherbourne
and Cheryl Page, Dental Receptionists
provide a first class service to you, including
easing any anxieties and ensuring your visit
is a pleasant one.
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Your first

appointment
This is a two-way process in which
we find out your concerns about
your mouth. You will be asked at
your first visit to the practice to
complete a short medical history
form to help us understand a bit
about you and let us know of
any issues that may affect your
treatment. We then carry out an
extensive examination with any
appropriate x-rays, photographs
and models.
This allows the team to have all the
information to produce a written
treatment plan and estimate for
the second visit. If you are
interested in cosmetic dentistry,
we are happy to discuss what
can be achieved.
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Our commitment to you

Your commitment to us

Cancellation of appointments

• We will offer you the highest levels of
patient care and treatment
• We will ensure your safety and comfort
are our top priorities
• We will listen to your concerns and 		
suggestions
• We will treat you with maximum courtesy
and respect
• We will provide you with friendly and
comfortable surroundings
• We will discuss in advance all of the
treatment options available, provide you
with an agreed upon written treatment
plan including all costs involved
• We will offer flexible payment options
• We will aim to see you on the same
working day with a dental emergency
• We will use the most advanced and
proven dental materials
• We will show you how to improve and
maintain your oral health.

• You inform us of any medical
conditions you have
• You participate in understanding
and making decisions about your
oral health
• You actively work together with your
dentist and hygienist to achieve our goal
• You keep your appointments or cancel
at least 24 hours in advance otherwise
a charge will occur unless it is a genuine
emergency
• You pay your bills promptly
• You help us to improve our services by
providing feedback
• You recommend Charlbury Dental 		
Practice to your friends and family so
we can extend our help to others.

You are kindly requested to give at least 24
hours notice if you are unable to attend for
an appointment otherwise a charge will
occur. We will, of course, take special
circumstances into account.
This frees up time for us to offer your
appointment time to someone who
urgently needs our help.

Our policies
Regular oral health examination
bookings
In order to maintain your oral health at
the highest possible level, your dentist and
hygienist will suggest when you should
have your next examination. The time
between check-ups can vary from three
months to two years depending on how
healthy your teeth and gums are and your
risk of future problems. We have the facility
to be able to book your next appointments
in advance at the reception.

Confirming appointments
We offer a complimentary reminder
service. We ask you to update us at
every appointment with your correct
contact details, so that we can accurately
confirm appointments that you have
booked with us.

Payment
You are asked to make full payment for
each treatment you received directly after
the appointment you have attended.
If you have a staged treatment plan, then
set costs will be outlined for each visit in
advance. Any laboratory work should be
paid for before work is fitted.

Payment can be made by the
following methods:
• Card payment – all debit/credit
cards except American Express
• Cash
• Cheque
• Membership – where membership
covers clinical appointments
• Interest-free finance loan.

Complaints

Our opening hours

We always aim to provide the highest
standard of service. However should you
have any concerns, please ask for a copy
of our Complaints Procedure and speak to
our Practice Manager, Judith Parker. We
learn from every mistake that we make and
we respond to customers’ concerns in a
caring and sensitive way. We would also be
pleased to receive suggestions about how
we can improve our service to you.

Busy during the week? We are open all
day Friday and Saturdays:

Confidentiality

For out of hours emergency please
call 01608 811095

Patient confidentiality is taken extremely
seriously, and all personal information is
treated in the strictest confidence.

Disabled access
The practice is located on the ground
floor, and is fully accessible for all patients,
including those who may have a disability.
The toilet facilities allow wheelchair access,
and comply with current regulations. There
is a wheelchair available for patient’s use,
and a disabled parking space immediately
adjacent to the front door of the practice.

Monday

8.30am - 5.30pm

Tuesday

8.30am - 5.30pm

Wednesday

2.00pm - 8.00pm

Thursday

9.00am - 5.30pm

Friday 		

8.00am - 4.00pm

Saturday

9.00am - 1.00pm

Our

commitment
Thank you for expressing an interest in the Charlbury Dental Practice for your dental
care. We believe that you should keep your teeth for life! At the Charlbury Dental
Practice we place an emphasis on dental education and preventative dentistry to
miminise the amount of dental treatment you currently receive, but where we do need
to provide dental treatment we use modern techniques and materials to achieve the
highest quality. We will provide long term solutions to maintain your dental health.

Our contact details
Charlbury Dental Practice
The Spendlove Centre
Enstone Road
Charlbury
Oxfordshire
OX7 3PQ
Tel: 01608 811095
e: reception@charlburydental.co.uk
www.charlburydental.co.uk

Dental Practice

At the Charlbury Dental Practice we all share a vision to create the best dental practice
possible. We are proud of our practice and committed to improving and developing the
quality of service. We have been recognised for providing excellent standards of dentistry.
Our team of dentists, hygienists, nurses and support staff are all highly qualified and share
our mission which is to provide outstanding care to patients who demand the very best.
We look forward to welcoming you for your consultation.

Dr Kam Patel
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